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INTRODUCTION 
A neural network is an artificial intelligence technique inspired by a simplistic model of 
biological neurons and their connectivity. A neural network has the ability to learn an input-
output function without a priori knowledge of the relationship between them. Typically a 
neural network consists of layers of neurons, whereby each neuron in a given layer is fully 
connected to neurons in adjacent layers. Figure 1 shows such an arrangement with three 
layers, called the input, hidden and output layers. The connection strengths between neurons, 
often referred to as weights, are modified by a training phase. The training phase used here 
utilizes an error back propagation algorithm [1]. During training the neural network is 
presented with input which propagates through the network producing a corresponding 
output. A comparison of the actual output with the desired or target output generates an 
error which is used to adjust the neural network's weights according to an error gradient 
descent technique [2]. This procedure is repeated for many different input and desired output 
pairs allowing the neural network to learn the input-output function. 
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Figure 1. Neural network topology with I input neurons, J hidden neurons and K output 
neurons. 
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Many algorithmic techniques exist for the reconstruction of images from X-ray 
tomography data, including interative algebraic reconstruction techniques, simultaneous 
iterative reconstruction techniques and fourier analysis [3-6]. Unfortunately, these techniques 
cannot be directly used for ultrasound tomography, because, unlike X-rays, it cannot be 
assumed that ultrasonic waves travel in straight lines and they are affected by diffraction and 
refraction. In addition, certain classes of materials can lead to further complications, namely 
the presence of an anisotropic structure. In such materials, such as fiber reinforced 
composites, the result is that the waves do not travel with a constant velocity in every 
direction. This prevents the use of most conventional tomographic reconstruction algorithms 
for ultrasonic imaging of composite materials. 
The principal feature of the present work is that ultrasonic tomography can be 
approached without the need for an explicit reconstruction algorithm, but instead images can 
be formed directly using a neural network. Here, the reconstruction procedure needs to 
transform tomographic data (input) into an image (output). This must be defined explicitly in 
traditional algorithmic methods of reconstruction, whereas with a neural network this can be 
learnt without formal specification. Hence, if training proceeds using ultrasonic data which 
has been collected on sarnples with known defects in various locations (training data), the 
neural network can potentially be used to reconstruct images from tomographic data where 
the absence or presence of any defects in the sample is unknown (testing data). A neural 
network is typically defined by the topology of the neurons and the weights, (w/s and Vk/S), 
as in Figure 1, and the learning algorithm used for training. All the neural networks used here 
will have a topology consisting of one hidden layer, fully connected together with a modified 
error back propagation learning algorithm detailed in [7]. 
In the present case, experiments were performed using flat sheet EXTERN 525 series 
E-glass fiber reinforced pultruded material manufactured by Morrison Molded Fiber Glass 
Company USA. Sarnples (300mm x 300mm) contained reinforcement of three layers of 
continuous filament mat separated by two thin discontinuous layers of continuous fiber 
rovings. The matrix consisted of a polyester resin and filler. An artificial defect, in the form of 
a circular hole, was introduced by drilling into the sample. 
A square Perspex holder containing an array of ultrasonic transducers, see Figure 2, was 
placed in contact with the composite sample and surrounded the defect. Many sets of 
. ultrasonic waveforms (tomographic data) were collected with the defect located in various 
positions within the scanning area of the square holder. This tomographic data together with 
the target output image of the known defect location and size formed the training data for the 
neural network. 
Previous work [8] has already reported the initial stages of the work, where a neural 
network was used to generate low resolution (4 x 4 pixel) images from a sensor array of 16 
ultrasonic pinducers. Further work [7] with the 16 pinducer sensor array gave promising 
results for high resolution (80 x 80 pixel) imaging. The present paper investigates improving 
the high resolution imaging ability of the neural network by increasing the number of 
ultrasonic pinducers (from 16 to 37) within the square holder. 
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Figure 2. Experimental apparatus including pinducer configuration of 29 transmitters and 8 
receivers. 
APPARATUS AND DATA PRE-PROCESSING 
Apparatus 
The experimental apparatus used for the acquisition of the tomographic data is shown in 
Figure 2. The miniature piezoelectric pinducers are arranged along the four sides of the 
Perspex square holder which supports the pinducers in a vertical position against the 
composite samples. Those pinducers acting as transmitters were excited by a Panametrics 
5055PR signal pulser switched by the Keithley PIO series 32 channel multiplexer board 
controlled by the 486 IBM Pc. The Nicolet 460 digital oscilloscope is also controlled by the 
PC via the IEEE-488/GPIB interface bus and captures the signals of the eight receiving 
pinducers after amplification by the Cooknell CA6 charge amplifier. A side view of part of 
the square holder with two pinducers illustrates the spring and collar mechanism used to 
ensure full contact between the composite sample and the tip of the pinducer. This allows 
relative motion of the holder over the sample for real-time analysis of larger areas than the 
scanning area. Also shown is the rubber coupling device used to aid the transfer of ultrasound 
between the pinducer arid sample. Figure 2 also illustrates which of the pinducers within the 
square holder were acting as transmitters and receivers. 
Data Collection 
In the present case, an artificial defect in the form of a circular hole, has been drilled 
through a flat sheet fiber reinforced composite sample (300 x 300 x 6.5 mm). Several hole 
diameters were used, including, 2Omm, 5mm and Imm. Figure 3 illustrates how an imaginary 
four by four grid was defined within the scanning area of the square holder. A set of 
ultrasonic waveforms (one waveform for every transmitter and receiver pair) were collected 
with the defect placed in each of the sixteen grid positions. To increase the amount of 
tomographic data collected for every grid position the defect was offset to a relative location 
within each grid as shown by Figure 4, giving in total five complete sets of ultrasonic 
waveforms for each defect size and grid position. 
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Figure 3. Imaginary grid within the scanning Figure 4. Defect offset locations relative to each 
area. grid position. 
Data Pre-processing 
The pinducer configuration (as shown in Figure 2) generates 232 (8 transmitters x 
29 receivers) ultrasonic waveforms per defect location and size where each waveform 
consists of 2000 floating point numbers. Thus for each tomographic scan we have 464,000 
floating point numbers. Before this tomographic data can be used by the neural network in 
the training phase, it must be pre-processed to reduce its dimensionality without loosing 
necessary information. Figure 5 shows an ultrasonic waveform for a given propagation path 
both with and without a 20mm defect being placed directly between the transmitter and 
receiver. 
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Figure 5. Ultrasonic waveform both with and without defect present. 
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Figure 6. FFf plots of time domain waveforms with and without defect present. 
Although a time shift is visible in the time domain waveforms of Figure 5, the result of a 
defect, a previous study [8] has shown that the most successful data pre-processing technique 
for the tomographic data is associated with the frequency domain. The ultrasonic waveforms 
are transformed into the frequency domain by taking the fast fourier transform (FFf) of the 
time domain waveforms. This is shown in Figure 6 for the same propagation path, again both 
with and without a defect being placed in the direct path of ultrasonic transient. For each FFf 
a single value, called the centroid value, is calculated as defined by Equation (1), 
i f,A, 
Centroid Value = ,: 0 (1) if, 
The centroid value is taken over a frequency range i = 0 to n, where n is limited by the 
N-point FFf such that n ~ N. Hence fi gives the frequency value at increment i and Ai 
refers to the power amplitude of the frequency component fi. 
To further reduce the complexity of the training data for the neural network, the 
centroid values are normalized with respect to all other values of the same propagation path. 
This gives a relative change in centroid value with respect to the centroid value calculated 
when no defect is present. 
RESULTS 
Neural Network 
The type of neural network being used is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [1]. The 
learning algorithm for the problem detailed above is a modified backprop algorithm 
developed by the authors [7]. The main difference between this algorithm and the standard 
backprop algorithm, as defined in [1], is the addition of a learning parameter. This parameter 
scales the error used to update the output neurons weights according to the target output, i.e. 
if the target represents a "no defect" then the error is reduced otherwise the target represents 
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a "defect" and the error remains the same. This parameter allows the neural network to 
concentrate its learning on the defect outputs and reduces the effect of majority bias caused 
by having a high resolution image with comparatively small defect sizes. It is thus known as 
the 'high resolution majority bias value' ~. 
All the following neural networks have a fully connected, one hidden layer topology, as 
illustrated in Figure I. The number of input neurons required is defined by the number of 
transmitter and receiver pairs in the pinducer configuration together with the data 
compression achieved by the pre-processing technique used. As the pinducer configuration 
will remain unchanged throughout and the centroid function will be used for all data pre-
processing, the required number of input neurons for all neural networks is 232. 
The number of output neurons is defined by the required output image resolution. To 
allow the smallest defect (Imm2) to be imaged within the 80mm x 80mm scan area of the 
square holder, the neural network needs a pixel representation of each Imm2 area within the 
scanning area. To generate the complete 80x80 pixel output image a divide and conquer 
technique was adopted, whereby sixteen neural networks each output a separate 20x20 sub-
image. All sixteen neural networks are given the same inputs but the desired or target outputs 
are varied according to the assigned sub-image. Post-processing then takes the sixteen 
individual sub-images and combines them to produce the final high resolution pixel image. 
This procedure is necessary because a single neural network with 6,400 output neurons has 
too many trainable weights for the amount of training data available. 
The required number of hidden neurons is somewhat more subjective and forms one of 
the many parameters requiring optimization during the initial stages of neural network 
training. This aspect of the work is discussed elsewhere [7]. 
Image Reconstruction 
Initial experiments have been conducted to maximize the performance of the neural 
network, including, optimization of the training phase parameters (learning rate, momentum), 
determination of the neural network's topology (number of hidden neurons) and selection of 
an appropriate value for ~. 
The sixteen neural networks were trained with a learning rate of 0.01 and a momentum 
value of 0.9. The network topology consisted ofthe 232 neurons in the input layer, 100 
neurons in the hidden layer and 400 (20x20 sub-image) neurons in the output layer. The 
optimum value of ~ is 0.01. The neural networks were trained with the data of the first four 
defect locations (as illustrated in Figure 4) for all 3 defect sizes and positions within the 
imaginary grid, the testing data consists of the fifth defect location again for all defect sizes 
and positions. 
Figures 7 illustrate the combined outputs of the sixteen neural networks when presented 
with the test inputs of the 3 different defect sizes for a given defect position. The top row of 
3 squares are the images generated by the neural networks to represent the complete scan 
area, the left square showing the 20mm defect, the center square showing the 5mm defect 
and the right square shows the Imm defect. The bottom row of 3 squares indicate the actual 
positioning of the defects within the scanning area (target output image), thus a visual 
comparison between a bottom square and the square above it will verify if the neural 
networks have correctly imaged the defect. 
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Figure 7. Images generated by the neural networks with testing data. 
Figure 8 illustrates similar images except for the different defect position. The results 
show that the neural network system correctly identifies the size of the 20rnm and 5rnm 
defects, together with correct location of the 20rnm defect with either correct or "next to" 
location of the smaller defects. 
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Figure 8. Images generated by the neural networks with testing data. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that a neural network system performs well in the detection, location 
and imaging of artificial defects in a fiber reinforced composite material using ultrasound 
tomography. This present work is the first step towards a real time system which could be 
used to detect and image various defects within a wide range of fiber reinforced composite 
materials. Continued development of this system will involve increasing the number of defect 
sizes and positions used to train the neural networks together with evaluation of the 
performance when imaging real defects, such as delaminations. This work is currently 
underway, and will be reported in future publications. 
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